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Blasterball 2: Holidays v.4.0.5.14.

Break the monotony in your day and salute every major holiday of the year with this exciting new version of Blasterball 2. Chisel away at bricks
and break into 200 all-new levels! You'll be whisked through layers of mesmerizing patterns and 3D graphics. From shamrocks on St. Patrick's
Day to falling snowflakes in the winter, this edition provides seasonal bliss for every occasion. Let the stress fall away as you sit back and enjoy
this colorful game full of dynamic visuals and music that soothes.

Download Blasterball (Windows)

If you haven't played Blasterball or want to try this action video game, download it now for free! Published in 2000 by WildTangent, Inc.,
Blasterball was an above-average paddle / pong title in its time.

Captures and Snapshots.

Comments and reviews.

JrFelixXD 2021-07-07 0 point.

i have been trying to make this work on a modern pc for years now and no luck.

Captain Beyond 2020-12-17 0 point.

Anyone know how to run Blasterball or Dark Orbit? any of the WILDTANGENT games on modern PCs?

CranioDan 2020-09-24 0 point.

Can't get it 2 work.

Chase b 2020-09-07 1 point.

What’s a fantastic game hundreds of hours with a bag of chips under my bed as a kid playing until my father proclaimed BLASTERBALL IS A
VIRUS and my favorite game was lost into the dust just like Skiifree.

Yoli 2020-04-23 0 point.

I would like to play free blasterballgame on my tablet.

Write a comment.

Share your gamer memories, help others to run the game or comment anything you'd like. If you have trouble to run Blasterball (Windows), read
the abandonware guide first!

Download Blasterball.

We may have multiple downloads for few games when different versions are available. Also, we try to upload manuals and extra documentations
when possible. If the manual is missing and you own the original manual, please contact us!

Just one click to download at full speed!

Windows Version.

Game Extras.

Various files to help you run Blasterball, apply patches, fixes, maps or miscellaneous utilities.

Blasterball 2: Revolution for Windows.

Blasterball 2: Revolution is a trial version game only available for Windows, that belongs to the category PC games with subcategory Classics
(more specifically Arkanoid) and has been created by Wildgames.

It's available for users with the operating system Windows 98 and prior versions, and you can download it in English. Its current version
information is not available and the latest update was on 10/28/2005.

Since the game has been added to our selection of software and apps in 2005, it has obtained 118.365 installations, and last week it had 28
downloads.

Blasterball 2: Revolution is a game that takes up less storage space than most programs in the category PC games. It's a game very heavily used in
United States, Canada, and India.

More about Blasterball 2: Revolution.



Author's review.

Want a break from the everyday? Break your way though mesmerizing patterns of bricks, collecting items along the way - some helpful, some not.

With colorful animated graphics, many different puzzles and bosses, varying backgrounds, great music, and 200 levels of play, Blasterball 2:
Revolution is bursting at the seams with fun.

App specs.

License.

Platform.

Language.

Downloads.

Last month's downloads.

Developer.

Rate it!

Blasterball 2: Revolution for PC.

User reviews about Blasterball 2: Revolution.

reviewed on January 25, 2013.

yes i want dowload it. i love it and it a good game thats why i want to download it.

Top downloads Arcade for windows.

Alternatives to Blasterball 2: Revolution.

Polar Bowler.

Bowl straight to winter fest.

Another World.

High resolution remake of an arcade classic.

Final Drive Fury.

All the fun of Need for Speed in a free lite version.

Darkest of Days.

Someone's altering history- travel through time to stop them!

Arkanoid (Win32)

A free PC games program for Windows.

Hypervisual Century Slots.

Realistic slot machine that won't eat all your money.

Explore Apps.

Articles about Blasterball 2: Revolution.

Laws concerning the use of this software vary from country to country. We do not encourage or condone the use of this program if it is in violation
of these laws.

About Us.

Legal.

Users.



Softonic in:

The name and logo of Softonic are registered trademarks of SOFTONIC INTERNATIONAL S.A. Copyright SOFTONIC
INTERNATIONAL S.A. © 1997-2021 - All rights reserved.

In Softonic we scan all the files hosted on our platform to assess and avoid any potential harm for your device. Our team performs checks each
time a new file is uploaded and periodically reviews files to confirm or update their status. This comprehensive process allows us to set a status for
any downloadable file as follows:

It’s extremely likely that this software program is clean.

What does this mean?

We have scanned the file and URLs associated with this software program in more than 50 of the world's leading antivirus services; no possible
threat has been detected.

This software program is potentially malicious or may contain unwanted bundled software.

Why is the software program still available?

Based on our scan system, we have determined that these flags are possibly false positives .

What is a false positive?

It means a benign program is wrongfully flagged as malicious due to an overly broad detection signature or algorithm used in an antivirus program.

It’s highly probable this software program is malicious or contains unwanted bundled software.

Why is this software program no longer available in our Catalog?

Based on our scan system, we have determined that these flags are likely to be real positives.

We’d like to highlight that from time to time, we may miss a potentially malicious software program. To continue promising you a malware-free
catalog of programs and apps, our team has integrated a Report Software feature in every catalog page that loops your feedback back to us.

Flag any particular issues you may encounter and Softonic will address those concerns as soon as possible.

Blasterball 2: Revolution.

Blasterball 2 Revolution has similar gameplay to its prequel; the player has to control a paddle and aim to hit the ball against the bricks above it.
The player completes the stage when all the bricks are destroyed (or when entering a Secret Stage). The game can be played with a mouse, or a
keyboard.

Sprites of the different paddles obtained through powerups.

Every 20 levels, the players will face a "boss" which is known as Guardian. These are more difficult than normal levels and the player must defeat
them to advance.

The first Guardian stage, a pink centipede-like creature.

Powerups.

For the Powerups, please go to the Powerups article as it's for all the games instead of just one, and is more convenient this way:

Main article: Powerups.

Critters.

some of these critters are found on the Critters wiki article.

Stages.

To view the Stages, please go to the Stages article, which includes all stages including bonus stages.
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